Family Bat/Bat Mitzvah
Inbal Jerusalem

Liberty Bell Park 3, Jabotinsky St., Jerusalem 92145 Israel
We welcome you to join us at one of the leading Jerusalem hotels, the Inbal. Among all of the luxury hotels in Jerusalem, the
Inbal offers you a different kind of deluxe hospitality. Overlooking the magical Old City and Liberty Bell Park, we provide an
experience that combines elegance and exclusivity with a sense of belonging and a warm feeling of home.
Enriched by the capital city’s unique ambience, vibes and spectacular views, the Inbal Hotel Jerusalem is not only one of the
finest Jerusalem hotels, but is also a doorway to the city’s grand culture, tradition and history. A 5 star hotel Jerusalem
treasures, the Inbal is in walking distance to the city’s main tourist attractions, shopping areas and entertainment centers, near
an array of unique and memorable historic sites.

Sample Rooms:
The Superior rooms offer exquisite décor and the comforts of home, and reflect all of the warmth and luxury of the Inbal. With
its tasteful design and custom furnishings, the sophisticated tone of Superior rooms has a sense of elegance and style. All
guests enjoy free internet service, complimentary fresh fruit, a coffee & tea set, and full access to our spa and fitness center.
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Family Bat/Bat Mitzvah
Kibbutz Kfar Blum

Kfar Blum Upper Galilee, Upper Galilee, 12150, Israel
A kibbutz was originally a cooperative community governed by the general assembly of its members. Property is collectively
owned and all share in the work of the community. All members have equal rights and each contributes his labor and skills,
according to his or her ability, to the economic, social and cultural advancement of the kibbutz. In return, the kibbutz assumes
responsibility for the well-being of its members and provides for their physical, cultural, educational and social needs.
The kibbutz hotel opened in 1957 as a single six-room facility built to accommodate members' guests. Due to the growing
demand, it developed into a small intimate hotel comprising 192 five-star rooms, a lobby, a restaurant, a spa, convention halls
and numerous amenities. For recreation, the kibbutz offers an Olympic-size swimming pool, tennis courts, cinder track and
kayaking down the Jordan River. Near the kayak site, there is an adventure park, a refreshment stand and picnic areas.

Sample Rooms:
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Family Bat/Bat Mitzvah
Carlton Tel Aviv

10 Eliezer Peri Street, Tel Aviv, 63573, Israel
Carlton Tel-Aviv Hotel sets a new standard in luxury accommodations for Businessmen, couples and families. The business
hotel on the beachfront, Carlton Hotel, is all about details and comfort: from our award winning breakfast to our exclusive
Carlton bath amenities. All you can ask for from a hotel and it's right there on the beach. Our personal service and ‘We’ve got
you covered’ attitude will guarantee an unforgettable experience; whether you're in town for business or leisure. Traveling to
Israel and to Tel Aviv in particular, requires a lot of preparation - so if you are willing to let a 5 stars luxury hotel take care of
the fun part of your trip, Carlton Tel Aviv on the beach might be the perfect hotel for you.

Sample Rooms:
Deluxe Room- Wake up to the sparkling Mediterranean Sea in this fully equipped Deluxe room, with comfortable couch and
satellite TV as well as a spacious work desk and WiFi connection.
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